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A Lezione Dai Mad Men
Casting a 4-hour event at an air museum. Looking for "Mad Men" type characters who can greet and take photos with guests. Must have their own wardrobe and should be able to do their hair and ...
'Mad Men' Characters
Supermarkets are no longer just about food. With some of the best customer data at their fingertips, they want to sell you advertising too Supermarkets are retailers, right? Sure, the product mix has ...
The Mad Men inside supermarkets
One of the small, but a very unconventional group of “Radical Mad Men” in Acholi advised him to lease his vast and fertile land to Balalo for grazing. He advised him to structure a deal where ...
Meet the ‘Radical Mad Men’ of northern Uganda
Less in that it’s less polished, less self-consciously high-concept, with nothing like Mad Men’s budget. More because it’s firmly rooted in a common reality for women both then and now ...
Mad Men fans need look no further. This gorgeous gem is your next TV binge
Fargo's fifth season has announced both its leading characters and its actors. Ted Lasso's Juno Temple, Mad Men's Jon Hamm, and Atypical's Jennifer Jason Leigh have officially boarded the Noah ...
Fargo season 5 announces Ted Lasso and Mad Men stars as leads
"Dragon Quest: The Adventure of Dai" Episode 81 is airing Saturday The series is based on Riku Sanjo and Koji Inada's original work The episode will stream on Crunchyroll King Maximum is not ready ...
'Dragon Quest: The Adventure Of Dai' Episode 81 Live Stream Details, Spoilers
Sometimes a film defies description even after you watch it. In the case of Mad God, Oscar-winning filmmaker Phil Tippett’s stop-motion magnum opus developed over more than three decades ...
Mad God review: A gory, gorgeous nightmare
The more things go unsaid, the more they stay the same. Anthropologist Gillian Tett says if we don’t talk about our unspoken cultural rules, we won’t notice who they do and don't serve. Ashley ...
Social Silence and Mad Pride
I was OK with it. I chalk a lot of my attitude up to Mad magazine. I began reading Mad around 1967 when I was 11, and in short order I became a subscriber. I didn’t get a lot of mail ...
Everything I learned about Jewish humor I learned from Mad magazine
Got a confidential news tip? We want to hear from you. Sign up for free newsletters and get more CNBC delivered to your inbox Get this delivered to your inbox, and more info about our products and ...
Mad Money
MakerDAO has voted to cut off lending platform Aave’s ability to generate Dai for its lending pool without collateral as the risks of Celsius’ liquidity crisis loom large over the entire ...
Maker cuts off Aave’s Dai supply as fallout from Celsius continues
Unfolding entirely without spoken dialogue, Mad God features a highly ambiguous, more-than-a-little-bit allegorical narrative in which a gas-masked figure whom reference materials identify as ...
Mad God Is a Descent Into Hell, in the Best Way Possible
Umee, DeFi hub, brings stablecoin Dai into the Cosmos ecosystem to optimise cross-chain operability. Founder of Umee, Brent Xu, highlights promising benefits of collateralized stablecoins over ...
Umee And MakerDAO Initiate Dai Into The Cosmos Ecosystem
According to the Clark County Sheriff’s Office, crews were on the scene attempting to rescue people from the waters of Mad River near Eagle City Road. Teen dead after boat capsizes in Clark Co ...
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